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 To survive, I'll have to turn my back on my club - to save her, I'll have to give my life

By the time Lindsey went from a mouth full of braces to a smiling beauty I was already knee deep in the
outlaw world. But that didn't stop us from exploring everything wild and dangerous we were feeling. I took
her to the edge and back, leaving her with an understanding that no man could ever replace me.

Here's the thing - I get a shot at fixing a part of my past, so I take it. The result puts me behind bars and on
death row. Looks like my days are numbered. That is, until I get offered a deal that any man would take. I
get a taste of freedom and I go right back right back to only thing I know - Lindsey's perfect and heavenly
curved body. Now I'm stuck between protecting my club, saving my woman, and facing my date with the
reaper.

This is what happens when you fall into the outlaw world way too young... not to mention falling in love.

***

Hey darlin'

We meet again. This time it's to experience the world of OUTLAW KING. Just like my previous releases
(HARD KNOX & SLAM HER) there are true pieces of me all over this novel. I'm sharing all I've got with
you. Please enjoy. You'll never truly understand what it means to know you're holding this book and what
you're about to read. Thanks for being part of it.

See you on the other side.

- Jax

Stay social with Jax:

Facebook: facebook.com/JaxsonKidman
Newsletter (part of the Outlaw Romance Obsession team): eepurl.com/b9BDKb
Email Jax: JaxsonKidman@gmail.com
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From Reader Review Outlaw King for online ebook

Claudia says

King is the ultimate outlaw biker but he's fiercely protective and loyal to this he considers his family. King is
in prison staring at a death sentence from avenging his brother's death. He serves his time proudly but
throughout his time one person frequently crosses his mind:
Lindsay the only girl he's ever loved.

Lindsay continues to live her life the best way she can but without King its barely living. She goes
relationship to relationship but none of them even comes close to what she feels for King.
King gets a chance ti right some wrongs or make his peace and submit to his fate. Nothing in King and
Lindsay's relationship has ever come easy. They have been separated for years but their love continues to
endure. They must both get past this final hurdle than nothing and no one will be able to stand in their way.

Courtney says

This is probably my new favorite from Jaxson Kidman. Kingston, King, sits on death row for killing the man
responsible for his brother's death and he has made peace with that fact. When he gets the offer of a lifetime
and the chance to see the one woman he knows he loves again he will say what it takes to get out of that
prison. Back with the Reaper's Bastards MC and his boys comes with having to explain how and why he's
out. Lindsay, Linds, has loved King for so long and with him behind bars she tries to find someone to fill that
void, but no one will ever fill that void. A night that could have been worse and King comes out of the
shadows to save her. Linds and King have a long road ahead of them and trying to keep King out of prison
and off death row, but they both know the other is supposed to be their other half. I voluntarily reviewed an
Advanced Reader Copy of this book.

Lenna Wright-Berry says

How many chances would you give to your soul mate?

Kingston 'King' knew he would be with Lindsay before they ever talked years before they actually talk to one
another. But that didn't stop him from being with her later on and then dropping her, basically he came to her
to have fun and left her for another. Lindsay had has a rough childhood and life, losing her parents being
raised by her single aunt and dealing with her aunt's men, and there are a few that you would like to hurt,
especially Jim. Lins always loved King and when they were together fireworks happened but apart she would
always long for him, while King loved Lins he would always hope she would find a better and loving man
but things happened and happiness was never in their destiny. Death Row was King's future for revenge for
his brother. Loveless relationships and a dooming job was in Lindsey. Will their future be righted so they are
free to love each other or will bad luck keep them apart.....

ARC was exchanged for a honest review



Debs says

Jaxson Kidman has done it again in his latest book, "Outlaw King". A bit dark at times with King on death
row, and then it is so sweet. The love that exists between King and Lindsey is lasting, with the sex scorching.
Falling in love in high school doesn't mean that you get a sweet life when King is in the Reapers Bastards
MC. He is on death row, but that may be not as it seems. The MC with Uncle Jakey, King's deceased brother
Tito, best friends Slam and Knox all play a part in the twists and turns that will keep you riveted in turning
the pages to see how this one plays out. "Outlaw King" is emotional, sweet, sexy, raw, dirty, heartbreaking at
times, and all of the emotions you could want in a great read, but with loyalty to the MC. This is a must read
to see how King and Linds gets their HEA. I would like to thank Jaxson Kidman for gifting me with "Outlaw
King" and asking for my honest opinion.This is mine. Another Winner! 4.5 Stars!

Linda Lee says

He was her King and she was his Queen...they just needed to fight their way to each other.

King was sitting on death row for murder. All he had were his memories of the girl who won his heart.
Wondering how her life turned out and if she finished nursing school? Was she married? Did she have
children? It was torture to think of Lindsay in someone else’s arms but comforting to think she was being
taken care of. He fell for her the first day he saw the awkward girl in braces but somethings are just not
meant to be. There were too many circumstances that kept them apart.

Lindsay’s mum died and her Aunt Jane took her in. When Aunt Jane married Jim she thought her life was
changing for the better. She lived in a nice big home but Jim refused to let her have anything to do with
King. They found ways to keep in touch and thankfully he was there to help her the night she needed him.
She was wearing Nelson’s ring now, working as a nurse and she should of been happy. However her mind
kept returning to King and how everything took a wrong turn. In her dreams they’d be together always and
nothing would keep them apart, but this was real life. The life of an outlaw was about living on the edge and
the Reapers B@stards MC were Kings life.

Lisa says

Jaxson Kidman does a great job with bridging the past and present of his main characters into a story that
will have you on the edge of your seat the entire ride! Similar to his stories Hard Knox and Renegade Fire,
Outlaw King shows you two people that have so much history together, it seems like fate keeps bringing
them together.

In the start of the fifth book, King is a member of the Reaper's Bastards and currently on death row. He
knows what he did and why it had to be done, and is more than willing to take his punishment--but that
doesn't mean he wants to. Not only did he leave behind his brothers, but he also left behind the woman he
loves, Lindsey. So many factors fought against them being together to the point they were more like waves
that crashed together when they could. King has just taken a beating when he gets some surprising news
from a visitor....



Lindsey has been busting her butt as a nurse ever since she graduated from college. If it wasn't for her aunt
taking her in, who knows where she would have ended up. She probably never would have met the only man
to set her body and soul aflame--King. They've been in love with each other since they were teenagers, but
death row put a stop to any kind of future. Now imagine her surprise when King shows up out of nowhere to
once again come to her rescue. She's not sure if she's seeing things, but one kiss and she knows he's real. But
for how long will he be in her life again before something else happens?

And something always seems to happen where the Reap is concerned. It's no stroke of luck King is on the
outside once again, but what does he have to do in order to maintain his freedom? Secrets have a funny way
of coming out of the shadows and into the light, and when they do, bad things tend to happen. Will those
secrets be able to help King understand something from his past, or will they bury him forever?

Jaxson Kidman is at the top of my list with regards to male authors in this genre. I love his gorgeous bad
boys with their dirty mouths and their alpha ways. His women are usually strong and independent and not
afraid to go for what they want. They love their men with everything in their being, and the men do the same.
It's no different in Outlaw King. Lindsey and King's history reads like a tragic love story--two young people
in love wanting nothing more than to be together, but some evil being is always keeping them apart. When
they do manage to come together, it's like a forest fire--hot and intense. King is passionate about protecting
Linds and giving her what her body needs, and Lindsey is more than happy to be his woman. If you like to
read about bad boy bikers, hot sex, with a whole lot of suspense thrown in, you are going to love Jaxson
Kidman.

**I voluntarily reviewed an ARC of this book**

Susan Burgess-Ryan says

LOOKOUT LONDON CASEY! THE KID IS HOT ON YOUR TRAIL!!!!

THE KING IS BACK IN TOWN AND LOOKING FOR LINDSEY!!!!!

Boy all I can say about Jaxson Kidman right now is…OMG!!!! Boy, did he slam “Outlaw King” out of the
ball park. His best book by far. I mean what more could you ask for in a book than a HOT MC family, a
King, dirty cop, murder, justice, and can’t leave out the SEX...It will melt your panties right off. Totally
recommend this book for mature adults 18 and older. If you don’t read this book you miss the RIDE of a
lifetime!!!!!!!!

Kingston “King” is a member of the Reaper’s Bastards MC and is on death row for the murder of the man
that killed his brother Tito. King has idolized his brother since forever, even to the point of overlooking or
just not plain seeing the truth, that his brother wasn’t what he seemed to be. King has been in jail now for
around year putting up with the abuse of a guard who hates him when out of nowhere a mysterious man,
Anderson appears and offers King the deal of a LIFE time. Turn on the Reapers, King’s family, and give him
Uncle Jakey, the leader and acting President of the Reaper’s Bastards and King can walk out of prison a free
man. All King can think about is seeing the only person he will ever love, and that is Lindsey. Anderson
supposedly had intel that King’s bullet didn’t kill the man, that killed Tito. King is reluctant at first. He just
can’t do that to his brothers, his FAMILY!!!! King takes the deal after some coaxing from Anderson. King
had a plan of his own, but first on his list was finding his woman, Lindsey. In order for him to stay off death



row King has two choices. One, turn his back on his MC, or face his day with the Reaper.

Lindsey was just a kid in braces when she first met Kingston (King), and he was already with the Reaper’s
Bastards. She knew what that meant but that didn’t stop her from experiencing the love of a lifetime. They
go through hell and back to be with each other and their love keeps getting stronger. A love so strong that
she cannot forget him even though he is on death row!! Lindsey is trying to get on with her life. Since she
had always wanted to help people she went to school to become a nurse. Then she finds herself engaged to a
man she doesn’t love. King had already imprinted on her and she knew she would never love any man but
him. Then out of the blue there is King, saving her yet again and out of prison. What will happen to them
now? Will she and King be able to have their HEA? Will King be able to save the MC and Lindsey? Or will
King wind back on death row? Oh, don’t fret… There is so many surprises in this book you will not want to
miss it. Jump on a motorcycle and RIDE!!!!!!

No Spoilers. Advanced copy read voluntarily.

Sassy Southern says

Welp Outlaws and Darlins' I am no longer a Jaxson Kidman virgin! Nope King has popped that cherry and in
the best possible way!!! Ok first things first for those that are new to my reviews I don't give away spoilers, I
don't really talk much per say about the words in the book. I feel if you want to know about those read the
blurb then read the book. What I do talk about or rather ramble about is the important stuff. Or what I think
is the important stuff in a review. Which is the truth of I I felt about this book which is why I ramble....lol ok
now that that's out of the way let's get back to King!!! Ok I absolutely did love this book and Jaxson's writing
in fact before I was even finished with this book I bought his other books. I actually won this one. And yes
you read that right, I didn't put them on a tbr list,or save them on my want to read Goodreads list, I bought
them!!! They are sitting on my kindle now. I fell for King hard he may be a tough biker outlaw but he has a
heart of pure gold for the people he loves. I love how this book gave dual pov's those are my favorite books.
I like getting in the heads of both characters and see what they think and feel. I also love how you really get
to know them and there backstory. Where it goes from them as younger version to them in the now. So to say
these characters are very well developed is an understatement. Once you get to reading this book you really
don't want to put it down so make sure your kindle or tablet is fully charged before sitting down to read it.
And there is some scenes that are smoking hot and you might need your man or your Bob close by! Just a
warning.....lol
Like I said this is my first book by Jaxson Kidman and I really am mad at myself for not finding him sooner
but I have found him now so I have another author to stalk....I mean follow.....it's follow! I highly
recommend this this book especially if you like hot Alpha biker dudes who knows how to treat a woman!!!

Tina Morgan says

Welp Outlaws and Darlins' I am no longer a Jaxson Kidman virgin! Nope King has popped that cherry and in
the best possible way!!! Ok first things first for those that are new to my reviews I don't give away spoilers, I
don't really talk much per say about the words in the book. I feel if you want to know about those read the
blurb then read the book. What I do talk about or rather ramble about is the important stuff. Or what I think
is the important stuff in a review. Which is the truth of I I felt about this book which is why I ramble....lol ok



now that that's out of the way let's get back to King!!! Ok I absolutely did love this book and Jaxson's writing
in fact before I was even finished with this book I bought his other books. I actually won this one. And yes
you read that right, I didn't put them on a tbr list,or save them on my want to read Goodreads list, I bought
them!!! They are sitting on my kindle now. I fell for King hard he may be a tough biker outlaw but he has a
heart of pure gold for the people he loves. I love how this book gave dual pov's those are my favorite books.
I like getting in the heads of both characters and see what they think and feel. I also love how you really get
to know them and there backstory. Where it goes from them as younger version to them in the now. So to say
these characters are very well developed is an understatement. Once you get to reading this book you really
don't want to put it down so make sure your kindle or tablet is fully charged before sitting down to read it.
And there is some scenes that are smoking hot and you might need your man or your Bob close by! Just a
warning.....lol
Like I said this is my first book by Jaxson Kidman and I really am mad at myself for not finding him sooner
but I have found him now so I have another author to stalk....I mean follow.....it's follow! I highly
recommend this this book especially if you like hot Alpha biker dudes who knows how to treat a woman!!!

Valeen Robertson (Live Thru Books Blog) says

Jaxson Kidman has done it again, given us a sexy, gritty MC story. This time it's King and Lindsey's journey.
They have known each other since they were kids, and have wanted and loved each for years. But, shit
happens and King gets sent to prison for killing his brother's killer. Lindsey tries to move on without him,
but no one can compare to the man she loves.

King makes a deal with the devil to get out of prison, only to get out he has to agree to turn on his MC, the
Reaper's Bastards. All King can think about is if he's out, he can see Lindsey, so he agrees. The ensuing ride
is crazy, full of Jaxson's trademark action-filled scenes, steamy sex, and deep, passionate love.

Outlaw King is my favorite of Jaxson's books, can't wait for more!

I received an ARC for an honest review.

Gucci Girl says

Outlaw King has it all, angst, beauty, dirty talking and humor. Kidman gives us King aka Kingston and
Lindsey's crazy love story in Outlaw KING. They have loved each other since they were kids but life lessons
and bad karma keeps getting in their way of a HEA.
King's in prison on death row until one day he makes a deal with the devil. King finds himself on the open
road back at Reap's table and between the sheets of Lindsey's bed. Can their love survive the storm that's
brewing?
Kidman gives us raw and dirty talking like no other author and it will keep your panties wet from beginning
to end. This story is more than its sexy alpha male its a love story about two individuals who have held on to
their love for each other though nasty dangerous situations to only be ripped apart again and again. Can King
clear his name ? Will King be everything Lindsey wants and needs? Will King and Lindsey get more than a
beautiful minute in time, Will they get their HEA ?
No spoilers from me, grab a copy of Outlaw King and I can guarantee you will not be disappointed!! Happy
Reading!!



I voluntarily reviewed an Advanced Reader Copy of this book.

Catherine says

Well worth the read 4.5 stars

Who wouldn't want a hot and rough man to do sinful and naughty things to you?. Really enjoyed this book.
It's the first book by this author I've read and it made me want to purchase more. It made me laugh, had great
character development and was a little raunchy. The only reasons I gave it 4/5 was simply because I found a
few errors with the wording, which didn't detract from the storyline whatsoever, and I couldn't give it the
extra half a star.

4.5/5 Absolutely worth every second and would highly recommend this and more by Jaxson.

Really enjoyable.

Doris says

Be ready for another badass biker from Reaper’s Bastards MC. When you get to the end of the first chapter
you just know that this is going to be so good. This author knows how to write to pull you in headfirst
without asking any questions. Then you think that it can’t get any better and you end another chapter and
now you are in so deep than you can’t put this book down.

King is on death row for killing his brother’s murderer. There always has to be some creepy no good guy
lurking around and this guy has an offer for King and that is to turn on his brotherhood, especially Uncle
Jakey, and he gets a “get out of jail free” card. So does King make a deal with the devil himself and turn on
his club to save himself? This would mean that he could finally check in on Lindsey to see if she is living a
happy life now that he’s out of it for good….or so she thinks. She can’t believe her eyes when its King who
comes to her rescue yet again after seeing her current boyfriend hitting her. King may be an outlaw but
nobody hits a woman…especially his woman.

This is a real love story; biker style with lots of super-hot sex, muscle bound bikers who live outside the law
and a love story for the ages. But as anyone knows, fairytales are just that…fairytales. Is there really a
happily ever after when you are dealing with a biker who has been sent to prison for murder? Both King and
Lindsay love each other to no end but is that enough? Be ready for another hot as hell ride with a sexy as hell
Reaper.

I was gifted a copy of this book in advance for an honest review.

Bennita says

4 1/2 stars!
My first Jaxson Kidman book and I loved it. Lindsey and Kingston were so perfect together. After reading



the first few scenes, there was no way I could put this book down. Lindsey was the only bright spot in King's
miserable life. If it wasn't for her, he'd have given up on life a long time ago. When he had a chance to
reunite with her, he jumped at it, even knowing that he may only have a short time to spend with her.
Lindsey was stuck in a loveless engagement. She never got over King and was just going through the
motions of life. The moment they were reunited, their connection was sweet, yet intense. Over the years,
these two had been forced apart on numerous occasions, but there was no one else for them. The transitions
between the past and present were done well and I especially liked the last scene, which was a flashback. It
fit perfectly at the end. This book was well done and I will definitely read more by this author.

Debra Taylor says

Jaxson Kidman has done it again. This gritty fast paced story had me from the first page until the last.

The first aspect that really grabbed my attention was the plot. I like angst and this story had a lot of it. The
second thing that jumped out at me was the amazing characters. I loved King and Lindsey's backstory and
how they were destined to be together yet kept being pulled apart. We saw King really struggling with being
torn in so many different directions. His vengeance. His club. His freedom. His woman. He wanted so badly
to move on with Lindsey and the author was able to make me relate with those emotions. We saw Lindsey
struggle with her need for King and the need to protect her heart from the inevitable. Their journey was filled
with ups and downs, scorching hot sex and a very tangled mystery. The third thing that impressed me was
the great storytelling that made it so easy to be pulled into the drama and angst.

I absolutely loved this book and look forward to whatever comes next from Jaxson Kidman.


